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Due to their wider radial extend the 5f electrons may form

bands of different width and hybridization in metallic compounds

of the light actinides. This leads to a broad spectrum of magnetic

properties ranging from the localized magnetism o£ the Ianthanide3

to the itinerant electron magnetism often found in transition metal

compounds. Also, the influence of the crystalline electric field

tends to be more pronounced than in rare earth compounds, but is

usually not as dominant as in the 3d series. Magnetic structures

and the question of 5f electron delocalization will be reviewed

with respect to actinide Mbssbauer data and new results will be

presented. In particular the influence of applying external

pressure will be discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

The investigation of 5f electron structure has in recent years been a major

yoal of research, both experimentally and theoretically /I/. The reason for

this is, that the 5f electrons alternately exhibit more 3d like or 4f like

features. The simplest example is the atomic volume. As fig.l demonstrates,

the light actinides show a systematics similar to that of the 3d transition

elements. Beyond Pu the 4f like character begins to dominate. Theoretical

investigations of actinide electron structure, like relativistic self con-

sistent field proceedures and related band structure calculations /2/,

demonstrate that this dual (f-d) nature is a consequence of the wider radial

extend of the 5f electrons. For example, fig.2 shows a measure of the radius

of the 5f density relative to the Wigner Seitz radius for the elemental

actinide metals. The same quantity is shown for the lanthanides and also

indicated is the value for Fe as a representative of 3d transition elements.

For the light actinides up to Pu the 5f density at the Wigner-Seitz radius

is high, making possible a strong overlap of 5f electrons with orbitais of

adjoining actinide ions. It leads to broad and hybridized 5f bands. This

feature suddenly changes at Am. There and beyond we find a situation more

typical for rare earths, namely unhybridized and localized f-orbitals.

Still, the extreme localization of f-electrons which characterizes the

lanthanides is not reached even at Bk. This change from localized to bandlike

f-electron structure will clearly be reflected in the magnetic properties

of the elemental metals and intermetallic compounds.

However,it is not only by moving through the series of actinide elements that

one can find various degrees of f-electron localization. Even within one

actinide element one observes that different compounds exhibit more or less

itinerant electron features. It was first pointed out by Hill /3/ that the

crucial parameter is the actinide-actinide separation since it determines the

degree of overlap of 5f electron density and/or of d-f, s-f, and p-f overlap.

Fig.3 shows the "Hill plot" for Np where the magnetic transition temperature

is plotted against the Np-Np separation. Below a critical value (3.25ft)

("Hill limit"), the 5f electrons are too delocalized to support magnetic

order. Fig.3 shows further, that Np-Np spacing is an important, but not the

only parameter controlling itineracy. For example, NpSn, is the most clear

cut itinerant magnet containing neptunium, but has a wide Np-Np separation. In

contrast, NpFe,,, NpCo_, and NpNi2 have a small Np-Np separation (see

insert of fig.3), but fairly high magnetic ordering temperatures (in

particular NpFe^K We shall come back to these cases later.

- 3 -



HoSSBAUER SPECTROSCOPY

Mbssbauer spectroscopy has emerged as a major tool for the study of electronic

structure phenomena in actinides /4/. In nearly all light actinide elements

one finds an isotope with suitable nuclear properties. The various Mbssbauer

resonance [232Th (50keV), 231Pa (84keV), 238U (45keV), 237Np (60keV),

t>u (43keV), and Am (83keV)] have quite different resolving powers
237

for the investigation of hyperfine interactions. Most favorable is Np and

we shall discuss in the following mainly such data. Some information is also
238 243available from oou and Am. The other resonances are at present of no

significance in this context. The methodology of actinide Mbssbauer

spectroscopy has recently been reviewed in some detail /5/. For an

introduction into the principles of the Mbssbauer effect see, for example /6/.

From a Mbssbauer spectrum one extracts values of the hyperfine coupling

parameters which carry the desired electronic structure information. Of

interest are:

(i) The total electron charge density p(o) at the nucleus.

The presence of an electronic charge density at the resonant nucleus causes a

shift of the center of gravity of the Mbssbauer spectrum away from zero

Doppler velocity. This is called the isomer shift S. From a measurement of S

in various Np compounds one infers the valence electron configuration of the

Np ion /7/. While such an assignment o£ the Np charge state is fairly

straightforward for insulating compounds, it is more difficult for metallic

materials, since the contribution of conduction electrons to p(o) is at

present still poorly, understood. It might be added that this unfortunate

situation is by no means restricted to the actinides. Despite this, some

general trends on changes in valence electron density can be drawn from the

systematic variation of S within a series of intermetallic compounds. A

summary of isomer shift data for metallic Np compounds is shown in fig.4.

(ii) The magnetic hyperfine field B.'-

A nuclear state of spin I and magnetic moment (i. will undergo a Zeeman

splitting into 21+1 equidistant hyperfine sublevels if a magnetic field is

present at the nucleus. The level separation is E =/z juN B. £/I where

/tj is the nuclear magneton. Instead of a single resonance line which would be
observed in the absence of hyperfine splittings, one now records a multiline

237pattern. In the case of Np it consists of 16 hyperfine transitions. An
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example is given in fig.5 where we show the magnetic spectrum of NpAl- under

ambient and 38kbar applied pressure. One recognizes a change in overall line

separation at the two pressures. It signals a change in hyperfine field. We

will discuss the physical relevance of this result further below. In the case

of a magnetically ordered material, i.e. in the presence of an exchange field.,

the hyperfine field B^f will be proportional to <J2> where J is the

total angular momentum. Details of the calculation of B. £ can be found in

/4/. In this simple picture it is assumed that the spin-orbit coupling

dominates the crystalline electric field interaction. This is not

necessarily the case in light actinides. In the lanthanides the 4£ electrons

are highly localized and J is usually a good quantum number. Then B, , as

measured by Mbssbauer spectroscopy on the rare earth ion in some lanthanide

compound is a good measure of the local magnetic moment residing on the rare

earth ion /8/. In 3d systems like iron, where orbital angular momentum is

often altogether quenched by crystalline electric field interactions and where

the 3d electrons tend to be in conduction bands, B. , is no reliable measure

of the local moment. In case of 5f electrons, it is first necessary to

establish a relationship between B, . and the magnetic moments • on the

actinide ion. Fig.6 shows data /9/ for, a number of magnetically ordered Np

systems. The magnetic moment 11 on the actinide ion was obtained from neutron

diffraction data. The remarkably good linear correlation between B,f and u

can be expressed by:

Bhf//£ = 215 (T//iB)

It may be noted that this correlation includes the Np + free ion point.

Originally this result wa3 taken as evidence for a high localization of 5f

electrons. This picture has been revised in recent years. The compounds shown

should be rather regarded as having narrow 5f bands as we will discuss.

The presence of an exchange field is not a necessary condition to observe a

magnetic hyperfine splitting. It may also be seen in a paramagnet, if the spin

flipping motion is sufficiently slow (paramagnetic relaxation spectra). In

such a case the spectral shape may be more complex.

(iii) The electric field gradient at the nuclear site.

An electric field gradient acting on the nucleus also leads to a multiline

Mbssbauer pattern. Its detailed shape gives information on the symmetry of

the electronic charge distribution around the resonant nuclei. In the context

of this review quadrupolar interactions play a minor role and will not further
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be discussed. We mention that the line positions of a Zeeman pattern are

slightly shifted if an additional quadrupolar coupling is present.

METALS AND DILUTE ALLOYS

Since the high degree of overlap between 5f electrons results in wide 5f

conduction bands, the simple metals of the actinides up to americium are found

to be non-magnetic (down to 2K at least). Americium apparently shows a much

more localized behavior. For example, it has the dhcp crystal structure

typical for the trivalent rare earth metals. But being in the trivalent state

(analogous to Eu ) it also is non-magnetic. Curium shows antiferromagnetic

order below 65K /10/ and it too exhibits the dhcp structure. The same is true

for Bk /ll/. The predicted localization beyond Pu is thus indeed present.

However, the fact that no magnetic ordering is observed in the light actinide

elements does not preclude the occurence of a magnetic moment on the actinide

ion. This possibility can be tested by applying external magnetic fields to

the material. If a local moment exists, then the polarization of that moment

in the external field will give rise to finite values of <J^> and hence

to a hyperfine field B, ,. The observed magnetic splitting then exceeds the •

value one would expect if only the applied field were present. Measurements

carried out in this way were unable to detect a local moment on Np in cr-Np

metal /12/. If Np is present as a dilute impurity in other host metals, even

other actinides, it may develop a Jocal moment because charge screening will

occur to correct the charge imbalance between the host and the impurity.This

easily causes some electron localization. In addition, this tendency may

become more pronounced for heavier actinide hosts, since those metals will

themselves tend to show more localized behavior. Measurements of this type for

dilute impurities of Np have shown that a local moment is not formed in U as

the host, but is formed if Am is the host /12/. Local moment behavior has also

been observed for Np in Pd, although the problem is complicated there due to

the Kondo behavior of the Np-Pd system /I3/.
4

LAVES PHASE COMPOUNDS

Laves phase actinide compounds of the MgCu2 structure are the most

thoroughly studied intermetallics. Fig.3 demonstrates that the NpJk

compounds have interatomic spacings which bring them across the Hill limit.

- 6 -



One expects magnetic behavior which is either localized or itinerant depending

on the particular compound. Before we enter into a discussion of those
57

features we present some other results on these compounds. Fe Mdssbauer

spectra can be used to determine the direction of easy magnetization in

MFe^ Laves phase compounds /14,15/. Magnetic ordering along the [001]

direction results in a single hyperfine pattern, while [111j ordering causes

two separate hyperfine patterns with relative intensities of 3:1. One finds a

systematic progression of the direction of easy magnetization across the
series, being [111] for U and Np and [001] for Pu and Am. There is also a

57steady increase in B. £ at the Fe nucleus as one moves across the
actinide series. This is likely to arise from a decrease in hybridization

between the 5f electrons and the Fe 3d electrons as the actinide ion

contracts with increasing Z.

The Mbssbauer spectrum /16/ of U in UFe2 exhibits only a single line

and hence only a very small magnetic moment can be present at the actinide

ion. Neutron diffraction shows that the magnetic moment on U is indeed only

O.Ofe.Uj. Data using the Am resonance in AmFe2 /13/ indicate some line

broadenings below the magnetic transition temperature, consistent with a

neutron diffraction determination of an Am moment of 0.4jUn. This value
2+probably indicates some admixture of an Am state to the non-magnetic

Am state one would normally expect.

As was noted earlier, the NpX^ compounds are ideally suited to study the

transition from itinerant to localized magnetism. In those compounds where the

non actinide site is not magnetic this transition occurs indeed, as can be

seen through the saturation magnetization, the magnetic ordering temperature

and the Np magnetic hyperfine field which all decrease with lattice spacing

while the electron charge density at the nucleus increases /17/. NpAl- having

the largest lattice constant exhibits the most localized behavior. NpRu^ with

the smallest lattice constant shows no magnetic ordering. NpOs2, lying just

on the critical value, shows a rather low magnetic ordering temperature,

deviations in the susceptibility from, the Curie-Weiss law and a reduced

magnetic hyperfine field. One may also notice that Np0s2 deviates from the

linear relationship between B. ̂ and fi as depicted in fig.6, another hint

for a more pronounced 5f delocalization. Finally, measurements (at 1.5K) in

an applied field /18/ show a strong variation of B. f (from 90T at zero field

to 106T at 3.4T applied) in NpO2. This is a substantial high-field

susceptibility for a magnetically ordered system. In NpAl^ this feature is

reduced by one order of magnitude and barely visible.

_ "7 _
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The role of Np-Np spacing as the crucial parameter for inducing 5f

delocalization can Jbe most directly tested by measurements under external

pressure. Such effects are best studied for the two extreme magnetic members

of the Laves phase series, NpAl_ and NpOs9. The results of Mbssbauer high

pressure measurements on these compounds /I9,20/ are compiled in tab.l. The

CiA.ie temperature and the hyperfine field decrease strongly with pressure in

both Np0s2 and NpAl~, while the electron density at the nucleus

increases. The latter is an indicator for the compression of valence electron

density by the application of external pressure. In general we find that

applying pressure to the Np)C, samples causes the same effects discussed

above when moving through the series of Laves phase intermetalics from large

to small lattice constants. The pressure coefficients listed in tab.l were

obtained by assuming a linear dependence of T , B. c and pCo) on pressure

over the range indicated. While this is largely true for NpAl?, one finds a

noticeable nonlinearity in NpOs- (see/19,20/). If one, however, plots the

hyperfine field against the electron density at the nucleus (fig.7) one

observes in both cases a good linear correlation. This shows that the-changes

in Tc and B, , are directly related to the pressure induced changes in

valence electron structure. In summary, the observed variations of T and

B. £ in NpOs-, as well as in MpAl- are consistent with the picture of an

increased delocalization of 5f electrons on reduced atomic volume. The effect

is more pronounced in NpOs2# Here we find, for example, 3£nBhf/0£n/i>(o) = 7.6,

while this value is about three times smaller for NpAl-, namely = 2.3. Still

it is surprising that NpAl2, although being the most localized member of the

NpX, series, is not as fully localized as a typical lanthanide compound.

This can clearly be seen from tab.l which also lists the corresponding

pressure coefficients obtained /21/ in a recent high pressure Mbssbauer

experiment on DyAl2 (using the 25 keV resonance in Dy). The value of

3l?nB. £/9£np(o) = 0.4 is indeed very small compared to that of NpAl2-Obviously

in the actinide series it is still possible to induce 5f delocalization by

reduction of atomic volume even far above the Hill limit. We shall encounter

another surprising example (NpAs,) of this type further below.

The true relevant physical parameters are of course not the pressure, but the

volume coefficients. To obtain these, we need to J«KW the compressibilities.

We have somewhat circumvented this problem above by using Ap(o) as an

indicator of change in atomic volume. To improve on this situation we have

undertaken in NpAl- and N p O ^ the measurement of variation in lattice

constant with pressure by X-ray diffraction /22/. Our results for room

- 8 -
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temperature are presented in fig.8. The general behavior of both

intermetallics is quite similar. They start out with a lower compressibility

which then increases in the vicinity of SOkbar. The absolute values of the

compressibilities for the two materials are. however, strikingly different.

NpOs2 is on the whole a highly incompressible substance which means it has

very itinerant electron character. Band structure calculations on the volume

dependence of electronic structure have been published for Am metal /23/.

They predict a sharp collapse of atomic volume at an isostructural transition

to a highly itinerant state somewhere above lOOkbar (see insert in fig.8). I-

•should be remembered that Am metal is. fairly localized at ambient pressure,

(dhcp structure). Experimentally this could not be verified for Am to date.

The break in compressibility seen for NpAl2 and NpOs2 near SOkbar might

arise from a similar mechanism, although the sudden change in volume is not

seen. It is possible that the sharp transition is smeared out by

Dinterconfigurational dynamics. The presence of such a phenomenon is indicated

by the Mbssbauer data, as we shall discuss below. Preliminary X-ray

diffraction data indicate a change in lattice structure in NpAU at very

high pressures (>170kbar).

The measured room temperature compressibilities of NpAl- and NpOs~ at

lower pressures unfortunately can not directly be used in the analysis of our

Hossbauer data, since the latter were taken at 4.2K. The temperature

dependence of the high pressure Mbssbauer spectra of NpAl- (not discussed

here) indicate a variation7 in the degree of itineracy. This would clearly

affect the compressibilities. Low temperature X-ray diffraction measurements

are planned. But, if we take for the moment (in lieu of anything better) the

room temperature compressibilities, then we see that the strong

delocalization effects in NpOs^ are caused by a minute change in volume

(AV/V =: 0.3% at 30kbar). In NpAl2 the volume change at this pressure is

about one order of magnitude larger. This once more underlines the highly

itinerant character of Np0s2. The spectra of NpAl2 under pressure (see

fig.5) show another interesting feature: the shape of the spectral lines are

noticeably changed. A more detailed study reveals two different effects.

Firstly, a general broadening' with pressure for all lines, particularly

pronounced for those at high velocities (fig.5, bottom). Secondly, the inner

lines show different broadenings for those lines located symmetrically about

the center of the spectrum which is given by S. As can be seen from fig.9,

the lines near zero velocity remain largely unaltered, while the

corresponding ones around 20mm/s show a distinct increase in breadth.

- 9 -



The first effect is typical for the case that the spin relaxation rate in the

magnetically ordered regime is not fast compared to the Larmor precession

frequency (ferromagnetic relaxation)/24/. If one assumes that the ground

state of the neptunium ion is a well isolated Kramers doublet, then one can

describe the magnetic hyperfine coupling with a Hamiltonian of effective spin

1/2. Slow relaxation between the two components of the exchange split Kramers

doublet leads to the type of spectra depicted in the simulation of fig. 10.

The outer lines widen significantly, while for the inner lines it is mainly

their relative intensity which increases compared to the outer lines. A look

'at fig.5 shows that the experimental spectra have basically the same features.

The second effect must be of different origin. The most likely cause is an

electron configurational fluctuation. The simplest theoretical approach to

this is again based on a two state relaxation model. It assumes that the

electronic structure of the Np ion fluctuates between a highly localized

(magnetic) and a totaly itinerant (non magnetic) configuration. Since they

have different electronic structures, the two states will produce different

isomer shifts. As we have seen, one may use a linear relation between

hyperfine field and isomer shift. The relative populations of the two states

t>e Pioc and p ^ = 1 - Pio_. In a fully static situation one would

observe an overlay of two spectra with different center of gravities. One

spectrum is a single line and arises from the itinerant state, the other is a

Zeeman pattern originating from the localized state (fig.lla). The area under

the two subspectra is proportional to their relative populations. Since the

itinerant state produces only one resonance line, its peak height dominates

over the multiline Zeeman pattern in the static limit even when p.. < p.

(in fig.11 we used p^0.25). In case of very rapid fluctuations between

the two states a single Zeeman pattern would be seen with normal, unbroadened

resonance lines but a reduced hyperfine splitting (fig.lie). The reduction

will be proportional to pit. If, however, the fluctuation rate is

comparable to the hyperfine coupling frequency (on the order of IOMH2), then

we will find a spectrum with asymmetrically distorted inner lines (fig.lib).

It resembles the spectrum of NpAl2 at; high pressures. The solid line

through the data of fig.9 is such a fit leading to p. =0.67 at 38kbar

and (B. f ) . = 430T. The latter value is still significantly below the

free ion field of either Np or Np +. Crystalline field effects must

play an additional role. At ambient pressure one gets p. = 0.77. This

emphasises that NpAU is not a fully localized magnet even under normal

conditions. The corresponding numbers for NpO.^ are Pj Q c = 0.22 at Okbar

and Pj o c = 0.16 at 30kbar demonstrating the highly itinerant character of

- 10 -



this compound.

This simple model of a combined spin and configurational relaxation (the

schematic level scheme is shown in fig.12) explains qualitatively some of

the unusual features of the high pressure spectra, but is unable to reproduce

the finer details. The notion of a fully itinerant state may be too extreme

and the relaxation mechanism is probably more complex. Nevertheless these

findings give a strong hint that 5f delocalization induced by reduction of

atomic volume is a process linked to configurational dynamics. The presence

of configurational fluctuations has been inferred independently from neutron

scattering data on U monochalcogenides /25/, which will be mentioned again

further below. Such fluctuations could be a general feature of narrow band

f-systems. It may also be mentioned that light rare earth atoms which are

under extreme lattice pressure OlMbar) also show /26/ strongly reduced

magnetic properties which could have a similar origin.

Finally we present in fig.13 the Mbssbauer spectrum of NpAlo at 90 kfcar.

We are at present unable to fit this data, yet some basic information can

be drawn from it. Apparent is the strong reduction of overall splitting. But

clearly, this spectral shape can not be derived by simply scaling down the

Zeernan pattern seen at ambient pressure. Quite noticeable is also the

pronounced single line intensity near the center. Qualitatively this is in

keeping with an even stronger occupation of the itinerant state and a further

slowing down of configurational fluctuations.

Fig.3 showed that in NpX2 compounds with X= Fe, Co, Ni magnetic order is

present below the Hill limit. In the case of NpFe? one might argue that this

is due to the magnetic moment present on Fe. But neutron diffraction data

indicate that Co carries no measurable moment in NpCo., /27/. It is likely

that 5f localization is helped by the presence of 3d bands. One can vary the

lattice constant of NpCo2 materials by moving slightly off stoichioroetry.

Samples ranging from NpCOj 96 to NpCp2 02 were studied by X-ray

diffraction and Mbssbauer spectroscopy /28/. As fig.14 demonstrates the usual

variation of B. ̂  with lattice constant is again observed. In finer detail it

might be necessary to define a "local" Hill limit for different intermetallic

systems.



COMPOUNDS WITH NaCl STRUCTURE

The magnetic and electronic properties of the Np monopnictides have been

studied in detail using neutron diffraction, magnetization, electric

resistivity. X-ray and Mbssbauer measurements /29/. These compounds lie well

above the Hill limit and on the whole show rare earth like magnetic behavior.

NpP exhibits an incommensurate modulated spin pattern beginning at 130K,

followed by a transition to a commensurate, sinusoidally modulated structure.

In this regime its Hossbauer spectral pattern showed the presence of two

inequivalent magnetic moments. This, combined with neutron diffraction

data allowed a detailed description of the magnetic structure.

NpAs also undergoes two magnetic transitions, with the higher temperature

phase being complex antiferromagnetic. At present, hyperfine data is only

available for the low temperature phase. It is a simple type I

antiferromagnet, thus giving a unique hyperfine pattern (fig.15, top). NpAs

has recently also been studied under applied pressure /30/. The spectrum at

80kbar (fig.15, bottom) reveals first a quite noticeable reduction in B.^.

Secondly, it shows definitely the presence of an additional high pressure

• phase having an even lower hyjperfine field. A look at the change in lattice

constant for the- different magnetic phases at ambient pressure /29/ is quite

suggestive that the high pressure phase is related to the complex

antiferromagnetic structure seen at high temperatures under ambient pressure.

A confirmation of this has to await X-ray diffraction studies at low

temperatures and high pret.^ures. We have refrained from fitting the high

pressure data. The reason is, that there is again an indication of

non-symmetric line broadenings of the kind discussed earlier for NpAl2.

The preliminary pressure data available for NpAs are suggestive that at first

5f delocalization is caused by the reduction of volume even thus far away from

the Hill limit. Then at higher pressures a structural phase change is induced.

Whether this new phase represents actually an even stronger delocalization

needs further clarification. The fact that NpAs has a hyperfine field close to

the free ion value, which has normally been taken as evidence for a fully

localized 5f structure, does obviously not prevent this actinide material from

beeing much easier affected by volume changes than a ianthanide compound. It

therefore appears that a description in terms of a narrow band model is more

appropriate than the picture of a fully localized 5f state.

NpC is only available in the CsCl structure in a carbon deficient

substoichiometric form. Its Mbssbauer spectra /31/ were interpreted as being
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due to Np ions having either no vacancies or one vacancy as neighbors. The

difference of only 18% between the two hyperfine fields indicates that the

presence of a vacancy does not disturb the nearest neighbor Np atoms as much

as had been previously suggested /32/. However, the change still seems larger

than one would anticipate for a well localized system.

Hyperfine data on the monochalcogenide NpS /33/ implies a rather small

magnetic moment of ~0.9/LU, and a first order transition to the

paramagnetic state around 16K.

Extensive investigations by nearly all relevant physical methods have been

carried out for uranium monopnictide and monochalcogenide compounds.

Photoemission studies /34/ show the presence of a relatively narrow hybridized

5f-6d band near the Fermi level. Neutron scattering studies show the presence

of unusual anisotropic spin correlations /35/ and recent inelastic scattering

data indicate that f-d fluctuations exist which suppress normal spin wave

behavior decreasing in importance for compounds with "arge lattice constants

/25/. Band structure calculations indicate that the 5f electrons are in bands

which are broadened by 6d hybridization, and are further involved in

p-hybridization with the other metal atoms /3o/.

Fig.16 presents the relation between B^£ ( "u Mossbauer data) and n at

the uranium (neutron diffraction) for the monopnictides /37/. Firstly, we

find the measured values all substantially below the free ion limit.

Secondly, in contrast to fig. 6, the simple linear relation is not well

fulfilled. A calculation /38/ including crystal field effects is able to

explain the decrease in fi. But then B h f turns out to be too large. It is

important to realize here that hyperfine data and neutron data weigh

differently the spatial distribution of 5f electrons. The hyperfine field

depends on <r~ > and is mostly determined by the 5f radial distribution

close to the nucleus. Neutron diffraction determines (i through a form factor

which is sensitive to 5f density at large radial distances. Thus in the

initial state of delocalization the neutron measurements will find too low a

moment. This is the situation here. As delocalization proceeds further the

hyperfine field will be dramatically reduced. This is the situation found in

N p A ^ and Np0s2 under high pressure.Bulk magnetic measurements show

substantial magnetic anisotropies in the monopnictides and -chalcogenides.

Therefore a certain orbital momentum must still be present and strong

itineracy can be excluded.. In summary all these results are in keeping with

the already mentioned narrow 5f band model derived from band structure
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calculations /36/. It is likely that the band character i3 more pronounced in

U than in Np compounds, at least at ambient pressure. It should be remembered

that the high pressure results on NpAs are best understood in assuming a

widening of a hybridized 5f band with reduced volume.

OTHER PHICTIDES AND CHALCOGENIDES

Best studied is NpAs~ for which Mbssbauer /39/, neutron diffraction /40/ and

single crystal magnetization /41/ data are available. This material forms at

52K an incommensurate antiferromagnetic state, followed by a first order

transition at 18K to a commensurate antiferromagnetic state. At low

temperatures, the Mbssbauer pattern is simple, producing a magnetic moment in

agreement with that obtained by neutron diffraction. In the higher temperature

ordered state, complex spectra are seen which gave the first indication of a

complex spin structure (see fig.17). Single crystal neutron diffraction in

turn then specified the magnetic structure to be an incommensurate sinusoidal

modulation with a period of almost seven lattice sites. It might at first be

surprising that the spectrum at 25K still shows so detailed features,

although the spin structure is incommensurate. The reason for this is the

probability distribution of hyperfine fields for a sinusoidal modulation. It

favors heavily the sites with maximum field, while Np atoms with small

hyperfine fields are seldomly found.

In the ferromagnetic dipnictide NpSb2 a fairly large hyperfine field is

observed /42/, corresponding to a magnetic moment on the Np of 1.9/c. The

valua of the isomer shift is in the strongly covalent region of the Np

charge state. A trivalent Np ion is in agreement with the fact that NpSb~

is isostructural with La +Sb2- The dichalcogenide NpTe2 is paramagnetic

at 4.2K. It has a tetragonal lattice structure like NpAs2. No quadrupole

splitting is resolved, only a single somewhat broadened line is seen. The

isomer shift points towards a rather ionic Np state. Probably a

non-magnetic crystalline field state lies lowest in this non-Kramers ion.

A tetravalent charge state has been assigned to NpS^, NpSe-, and

Np«Se, on account of their isomer shifts /43/. The shift of the latter,

however, is already rather positive and close to a highly covalent Np . In

NpS.j a unique magnetic hyperfine pattern is seen below 45K, indicating

ordering into a simple spin structure. The magnetic transition in NpSe.,

occurs around 55K. This compound as well as NpjSe-j (ordering temperature

near 15K) exhibit complex magnetic patterns. No detailed information on the
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type o£ magnetic order is at present available. In Mp^Sc and Np3Se5

the Np ions occupy two different lattice sites. In the paramagnetic regime two

distinct quadrupole patterns are seen with largely different isomer shifts.

They can be interpreted as arising from tetravalent and trivalent Np ions. On

account of the relative intensity of the subspectra, a site assignement could

be achieved. There is no evidence for charge hopping. Both materials order

magnetically with transition temperatures of 17 and 26K, respectively. In

Np.jSec the Np + ions exhibit a roughly 20% lower value of B. £ and a

much flatter temperature dependence of magnetic splitting than the

tetravalent species. The former fact is in accordance with the lower free ion

hyperfine field of Np .

Np^As. exhibits a unique magnetic hyperfine spectrun, /44/. This points

towards a ferromagnetic or simple antiferromagnetic spin structure. Near 8QK

the material undergoes a normal second order transition into the paramagnetic

state (fig.18).

OTHER INTERMETALLICS

Of primary interest are the ternary compounds NpMjSi^-with. the tetragonal

I4/mmm structure. The corresponding lanthanide intermetallics have been the

subject of intensive research for some time /e.g. 45,46/ since they reveal

rather unusual magnetic and other solid state properties. A combined Mbssbauer
237
( Np) and magnetization study has been carried out for M = Cr, Mn, Fe,
Co, Ni, Cu. NpMri2Si2 is ferromagnetic. All others are antiferromagnets.

The spectra of NpCu2Si2 (fig.19) and the deduced variation of magnetic

splitting vs. temperature (fig.20) are indicative of a first order transition

around 38K. The magnetization data as well as later results from neutron

diffraction /47/ do not support this conclusion and, in addition, the

temperature range over which the presumable first order phase transition

takes place (fig.20) is unusually wide. In a recent reevaiuation of the data

/48/, a different explanation which involves crystal field effects is put

forward to interpret the spectra of fig.19. The situation is depicted

schematically in fig.21. The isomer shift (S^14mm/s) points towards a

non-Kramers Np ion. Its Hund's rule state is 1^, with a free ion hyperfine

field of Bf.=530T. The tetragonal distortion splits the IV triplet which would
t t

be present in cubic symmetry, into a FT singlet and a rv doublet. Since we

have an elongated distortion of the unit cell, the non-magnetic TV singlet will

be lowest. Exchange interaction below TN will remove the degeneracy of the F\T
- 15 -



doublet. With decreasing temperature one of the r£ sublevels will rapidly move

below the non-magnetic f^ which is unaffected by the exchange field . Somewhat
t t

below TL. both the F. singlet and one component of the IV doublet are

occupied. The former results in a single line spectrum, the latter in a

magnetic hyperfine pattern. With decreasing temperature the IV component

becomes solely populated and we observe belou 30K a pure magnetic spectrum.

The static limit of B, , is very quickly reached (i.e. the magnetic splitting

does not follow in temperature the usual magnetization curve, see fig.20),

meaning that exchange splitting rapidly isolated the lower component of the

1% from the singlet T. through which it could relax. The value of the

saturation hyperfine field is about 0.7 Bf. which agrees roughly with the
3+

field expected for the Np wave function calculated from the crystalline

field interaction (as indicated in fig.21). Therefore, the unusual results of

figs.19 and 20 are due to the particularity of the crystalline field states

and the magnetic transition is of second order. t

NpCo^Si- has a much more negative isomer shift (S*-'O versus NpAl^). It

thus is likely to contain the Np + ion. It shows an antiferromagnetic

transition at 46K, Its hyperfine field at 4.2K is 287T. This compound has

also been investigated by high pressure (0 to 35kbar) Mbssbauer spectroscopy

/49/ at temperatures from 1.4 to 77K. The results are also listed in table 1

and are quite contrasting to those on NpX~ Laves phases. They are more

closely related to the data on DyAl2 (tab.l). From neutron diffraction it

is known that the total magnetic moment rests nearly exclusively on the Np

ion. The high pressure results mean that in NpCo-Si- the Np ion has a

rather rare earth-like localized structure. Crystalline field effects are

obviously strong enough to reduce the hyperfine field substantially from the

free ion value (590T). The pressure dependence of the magnetic ordering

temperature could be successfully analyzed in terms of the rigid spin model

by Ruderman, Kittel and Arrott /50/ which has been developed for lanthanide

compounds. It predicts a linear relation between the square root of T N and

the isomer shift. Within the limits of error this is well fulfilled by our

data (fig.22). •

In NpC^Sio, the electric quadrupole interaction has different values

above and below the magnetic transition temperature. This happens when the

direction of the principal axis of the electric field gradient tensor is not

that of the magnetic quantization axis. The magnetic moments are estimated

to make an angle of 46 degree with the tetragonal axis. Similarly, the absence

of such a change in quadrupolar coupling at the onsat of magnetic order in



2 2 spin order along the tetragonal axis. Fe spectra

for NpFe^Si-jShow the absence of hyperfine splitting in the

antiferromagnetic state. This means that Fe carries no moment.

Another tetragonal interrnetallic exhibiting unusual Mussbauer spectra

(fig.23) is NpCu^Alo /48/. Although at low temperatures a magnetic

pattern is seen, its temperature dependence is not consistent with a

transition into a magnetically ordered state near 4QK. Furthermore neutron

diffraction measurements recently carried out by us /51/ were also unable to

detect a magnetic phase transition down to 2K . The isomer shift (S=14 mm/3

versus NpAl-) indicates again Np . The crystalline field levels are thus

similar to the case of NpCu^Si- discussed above. Since the tetragonal
t

distortion is of opposite sign (compression), the rv doublet will now

lie below the F. singlet (fig.24). Because magnetic order does not

occur, exchange splitting of the F,- will not take place.The observed

M6:>.;',bauer spectra are the consequence of slow paramagnetic spin relaxation.

Spin relaxation /52/ is largely forbidden within the IV doublet since it

mainly contains the J =|+3> wave function. It is, however, possible via

the F. state which contains J =|+2>and J =|-2> wave functions.
tAt temperatures below 40K, the F. becomes depopulated and the relaxation

rate slows down accordingly. A paramagnetic hyperfine splitting appears in the

spectra. The static limit is reached around 4K. A related compound is

lg. It, however, shows a quite different isomer shift (S^O versus NpAl-)

which makes it likely to it contain the Np Kramers ion. The Mossbauer

spectra are in agreement with a second order phase transition into a simple

ant i ferromagneti c structure.

Gallium rich neptunium binary intermetallics have been prepared by us

recently. The analogue of PuGa, could not be found. NpGa. exhibits like

PuGa. an orthorhombic unit cell with space group Irnma. Mossbauer data 753/

point towards abnormal transition into a ferro- or simple antiferromagnetic

phase at 31K with no further change of spin structure. The isomer shift has

about the same value as in NpQjusi, and NpCu.Alft and should mean that
3+ 4o

Np is present. In cubic symmetry the I4 Hunds rule state splits into a

non-magnetic singlet d \ ) , a non-magnetic doublet (.T-.) and two magnetic

triplets (F. and FV). Distortion from cubic symmetry will split the

triplets into a singlet and a doublet as discussed earlier (see figs.21 and

24). At 4K we measure B. f=330T. This corresponds closely to the hyperfine

field produced by the doublet derived from the F,- state. The corresponding

value for the doublet originating from F4 is about five times lower. Thu3
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we may conclude that either the r5 forms the ground state, or, if the

ground state is non magnetic (e.g. I\), then the magnetic state must be

not more than some 10K above it, and thus exchange will quickly bring one of

its components down. The magnetic spectra at higher temperatures (- 25K)

clearly show the presence of ferromagnetic relaxation.

Some preliminary results /54/ are also available on the Chevrel phases
Npl-xMo6Se8* In contrast to tne analogous rare earth compounds, the
neptunium intermetallics exhibit diamagnetism below their superconducting
transition around 5K. Their isomer shift indicates Np +.

Finally we briefly discuss some pertinent results on intermetallics with the

AuCu, structure. Their Np-Np separation is generally well above the Hill

limit. Nevertheless some members show strongly itinerant electron magnetism

or no magnetism at all. It must be remembered that the Hill picture is a

useful first guide to magnetic behavior, but special symmetry problems,

bonding structures and in particular crystalline field interactions cannot

altogether be neglected.

NpAl- orders ferromagnetically at 62.5K. From the measured hyperfine

field (300T) one obtains a magnetic moment of 1.4up . This material has

an isomer shift similar to NpAl~ and thus may contain the Np ion 755/,

It is magnetically very hard and difficult to saturate in magnetization

measurements. Neutron d?.ta are not available. On the whole it behaves like a

fairly narrow band magnet.

NpPd, exists in both the cubic AuOx, form and a hexagonal modification

having the TiNi3 structure. The isomer shift is strongly negative and well

inside the Np region. The cubic form is antiferromagnetic below S5K,

and a simple magnetic splitting with a fairly large hyperfine field (420T) is

seen /56/. The Magnetic transition is of first order /57/. In going to the

hexagonal form, the nearest neighbor environment for the Np ions is changed

only in a very subtle way: a significant change occurs only in the third

nearest neighbor shell. Nevertheless, the Mossbauer spectrum of this

modification is dramatically different. It shows mainly a very broad

resonance with little structure. The appearance of such a diffuse magnetic

splitting together with magnetization data and in particular the fact that no

magnetic transition could be observed by neutron diffraction has led to the

conclusion that hexagonal NpPd^ does not exhibit long range magnetic order,

but only an onset of short range ordering at about 32K. The differences in
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the magnetic properties of these two apparently so similar materials is not

understood and is a good example of the complexity of 5f electron structure

and its extreme sensitivity to small changes in atomic environment.

Noteworthy is also that the addition of small amounts of Rh to NpPd^

strongly depresses the paramagnetic moment"and the ordering temperature /57/_

Surprisingly, the hyperfine field increases dramatically, reaching 480T for

x=2.9. Yet, NpRh., as well as NpGe-, give both non magnetic spectra down to

1.7K /56/. According to their isoiner shift, these two materials must have

grossly different electronic structures. The shift of NpRh., (-32mm/s) is

the most negative one found in a conducting compound. It lies near the Np

free ion value. In contrast, NpGe3 has a positive shift (7.6mm/s) which :s

in between Np and Np conducting compounds.

is one of the most interesting compounds of this class of materials.

All magnetic measurements available indicate that this intermetallic is a

clear cut itinerant ferromagnet. We have mentionned that its Np-Np separation
237

is well above the Hill limit. Np Mossbauer data give a typical trivalent
isomer shift (+18mm/s) and a rather small hyperfine field corresponding to a
magnetic moment of only 0.3ju /S8.59/. This latter feature is in agreement

119with the notion of an itinerant electron magnet. Sn Mdssbauer spectra in

the ferromagnetic state show two hyperfins patterns. One exhibits magnetic

splitting, the other none /59/. This is characteristic of the non-magnetic

ion in simple antiferromagnets /SO/. The material, as practically all samples of

the NpM.. series is full of riddles with respect to it3 electron structure.

Clearly the mechanism for itineracy must be different than in NpOs?.

One can only assume that in the NpM.-, series the electron configuration of

the alloying partner must play a decisive role. Also the crystal field

interaction may be extremely sensitive here to small variations in local

environment. NpSn~ is obviously a prime candidate for high pressure

measurements.
•"V

CONCLUSION
— — ^ — — — — — ji

It was the aim of this review to demonstrate the rich and colourful aspects

of electronic properties of light actinide materials, in particular of the

intermetallic compounds of neptunium. The actinides from Pa to Pu resemble

little their lanthanide counterparts. In the term of the picture developed by

Hill, the closest resemblance would be to Ce, a notoriously cumbersome rare

earth element. However, as has been shown, the electronic structure

properties of light actinides defy to be pressed merely in such simple a



concept as has been put forward by Hill. The evidence is mounting that also

crystal field and bonding effects play a decisive role. Clearly more work is

needed to develop a really satisfying picture of electronic structure and

related properties of the light actinides, in particular of uranium and

neptunium. High pressure studies hold an important clue to their features.

Mbssbauer spectroscopy is a most useful tool for magnetic studies of

actinides. It is simple, works with small sized samples, does not require

single crystals or saturation by an external field. Impurities cause no

problem for the measurement itself, but of course they can affect sample

properties. Serious drawbacks are the limitation to fairly low temperatures

and the fact that good data could only be obtained for neptunium. Other

magnetic measurements concentrate heavily on uranium compounds because of the

low radioactivity. Thus the above mentioned drawback has turned into an

advantage because Mbssbauer spectroscopy has forcibly advanced our knowledge

on magnetic properties of actimdes compounds to the element beyond uranium.
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TABLE CAPTIONS

Table 1: Linear pressure coefficients in Mbar"1 (at 4.2K) of magnetic

ordering temperature, hyperfine field.and electron density at

the nucleus for two Np Laves phases, NpCo2Si- and a Dy Laves

phase. The pressures limits which have been used for the

evaluation are indicated.



FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l: Atomic volume of the 3d-, 4f- and 5f- transition elements,

(after M.S.S. Brooks)

Fig.2: Ratio of the radial extend of 5f and 4f wave functions to the

interatomic spacing in the elemental metals. The corresponding

value for the 3d wave function in iron metal is also given as

broken line (after A.J.Freeman)

Fig.3: "Hill-plot" for Np. The insert shows in detail the situation

for the 3d Laves phase compounds NpFe9, NpCoo and NpNi9.

Fig.4: Summary of Np isorner shifts for conducting compounds. The isomer

shift of NpA^ has been set to zero. Note that spectra are

usually taken with a source of Am metal which leads to an

additional shift of -14mm/s.

Fig.5: Hdssbauer spectra of NpAl- at 4.2K; top: ambient pressure,

bottom: 38kbar applied pressure.

Fig.6: Hyperfine fields from Np Mossbauer measurements plotted against

the magnetic moment on the Np ion as obtained from neutron

diffraction for several conducting neptunium compounds in their

magnetically ordered phase.

Fig.7: Linear correlation between hyperfine field B,f and electron charge
237

density p(o) at the Np nucleus as derived from high pressure

data on NpA^ and NpC^. The pressure value in kbar are given in

parentheses. Note the difference in scales between NpAl~ and Npus..,.

The change in charge density is given in percent of the density

produced by one 5f electron.

Fig.8: Relative change of lattice constant with pressure for NpOs~ and

2 at room temperature from X-ray diffraction. Open symbols

indicate increasing pressure, filled symbols indicate decreasing

pressure. The various symbols refer to different experiments. For

details see ref./22/. The solid lines are linear fits to the data,

the broken lines are guides to the eye.
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Fig.9: Inner portion o£ the 4.2K Mbssbauer spectra of NpAl~ at ambient

pressure and at 38 kbar.

237Fig.10: Simulated magnetic hyperfine spectra for Np in the limit of

fast (top) and intermediate (bottom) ferromagnetic relaxation.

237
Fig.11: Simulated Np hyperfine spectra for interconfigurational

fluctuation between a localized magnetic state and an itinerant

non magnetic state. Only the inner portion of the magnetic

spectrum is shown. Top; static limit; middle: Intermediate

fluctuation rate; bottom: fast fluctuation limit.

Fig.12: Schematic level scheme for the combined spin and configurational

fluctuation in the simple model discussed in the text.A- is the

exchange splitting, Ap is the energy difference between the two

configurations.

Fig.13: Mbssbauer spectrum of MpAl2 at 90kbar and 4.2K. Since no least

squares fit is attempted, the data are presented in form of a

"strip chart" plot for easier readability.

Fig.14: Hyperfine field versus lattice parameter for NpCo Laves phase

compounds with x ~ 2.

Fig.15: 4.2K Mbssbauer spectra of NpAs at ambient pressure and at 80 kbar.

The upper spectrum is a simple magnetic Zeeman pattern for a

hyperfine field of 538T. The lower spectrum contains at least

two patterns with different hyperfine fields as indicated.

In addition lineshape distortions due to relaxation phenomena

are weakly visible. Since no least squares fit is attempted, the

data are presented in form of a "strip chart" plot for

easier readability.

Fig.16: Hyperfine fields obtained from "°u Mossbauer measurements versus

the magnetic moment on the uranium ion, as resulting from neutron

diffraction for some magnetically ordered, conducting uranium compounds

having NaCl structure.

Fig.17: Mbssbauer spectra of NpAs2 at different temperatures.
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Fig.18: Mbssbauer spectra of Np3As4 at different temperatures.

Fig.19: Mdssbauer spectra of NpCu2Si2 at different temperatures. Note the
change in velocity scale between 35K and 34K.

Fig.20: Temperature dependence of the magnetic hyperfine splitting in MpCu-Si
3+The Np free ion hyperfine field is also indicated.

Fig.21: Schematic representation of crystalline field splitting of the

electronic ground state in NpCu^i-. Exchange splitting occurs

below the magnetic ordering temperature.

1/2
Fig.22: Change of T^ versus the change in isomer shift for NpCo2Si2

at various pressures. The solid line is the theoretical prediction

of the rigid spin model. A shift of Imm/s corresponds to a change in

Ap(o) of 0.25% of the charge density produced by one 5f electron.

Fig.23: Mdssbauer spectra of NpCu^l- at various temperatures.

Fig.24: Schematic representation of crystal field splitting of the electronic

ground state in non magnetic NpCu,Al0.
4 o
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Table 1:

Compound 3^nTc/ap ainBh£/9P BSr\p(o)/dP Range (kbar)

NpAlo

NpOs-

-12(1)

- 9(2)

-3.

-5.

0(

3(

.1)

.3)

1.3 (.2)

(.2)

0 -

0 -

38

30

NpCo2Si2 2,2(.3) .05(.05) .6(.2) 0 - 3 5

DyAl2 3.3(.3) .2(.l) .5(.2) 0 - 8 0
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